
The Old WOman’s enlighTenmenT

an old woman went to hear master hakuin give a lecture. he said, “Your mind is the Pure land, 
and your body is amida Buddha. When amida Buddha appears, mountains, rivers, forests, and 
fields all radiate a great light. if you want to understand, look into your own heart.”

The old woman pondered hakuin’s words day and night, waking and sleeping. One day, as she 
was washing a pot after breakfast, a great light flashed through her mind. she dropped the pot and 
ran to tell hakuin. “amida Buddha filled my whole body. mountains, rivers, forests, and fields are 
all shining with light. how wonderful!” she danced for joy.

“What are you talking about?” hakuin asked. “does the light shine up your asshole?”

small as she was, she gave him a big push, saying, “i can see you’re not enlightened yet!” 
They both burst out laughing.
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The unnamed old woman is a prototype often cast as someone initially dismissed, but whose cutting 
wisdom takes male protagonists by surprise—there are many stories from China and Japan in which 
monks’ puffed-up views of their own attainment are skillfully skewered by such a figure.     

The old woman in this koan may have been a follower of Pure land Buddhism, which developed 
in fifth-century China and took root in Japan in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. she would have 
been taught that by living a meritorious life and by continuously praying to amida, the Buddha 
of infinite light, she would be reborn in the Pure land, leaving the suffering of this life behind and 
entering amida Buddha’s radiant realm in the Western land.

hakuin was a ferocious and daunting teacher when dealing with his ordained trainees, but he 
cared deeply for the peasants who lived in and around hara, where his temple was located, 
beneath the looming presence of mt. Fuji. With compassion and humor, he was able to make 
Buddhist teachings keenly relevant to these villagers, whose heavily taxed lives were filled with 
hardship and privation, sickness and early death.

how shocking it must have been to the old woman to hear hakuin’s words, “Your mind is the 
Pure land and your body is amida Buddha.” how could it be that her own mind, filled with all its 
delusory thoughts, was the Pure land?  how could her wrinkled, decaying body be amida Buddha? 
still, hakuin had said, “look into your own heart,” and with the trusting nature developed by her 
faith in amida Buddha, that is what she did.
 
it’s the same for us, after all. no matter how many times we’ve chanted hakuin’s “song of Zazen,” 
which begins, “sentient beings are fundamentally buddhas,” and ends, “This very place is the lotus 
land of Purity; this very body is the body of the Buddha,” until we awaken to this living truth, we 
“seek it far away.” how do we awaken? Only by looking into our own hearts, probing ever more 
deeply, can we realize what the Buddha taught: “atta dipa: You are the light.” 
                   (see next page)
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Unfortunately, that essential trusting nature is often overridden by our sophisticated and skeptical 
worldview. and beset by the fracturing, multitasking circumstances of our twenty-first-century lives, 
how many of us can steep ourselves in our Zen practice, “day and night, waking and sleeping.” 
Yet if we are true students of the Way, this is what we must do—take up the koan, or the current 
challenge presented by our lives, and bravely plunge into it.

as is frequently the case with a profound breakthrough, it was while the old woman was simply 
doing her daily tasks that she experienced the actuality of what until then seemed but a promise. 
We must take note, however: she was just washing a pot, but she was completely absorbed in 
hakuin’s statement. 

Filled with the joy of her en-light-enment, feeling the endless dimensions of that light within and 
without, she ran to hakuin, who immediately tested her, with words crass enough to shake a 
realization that wasn’t genuine. his question, “does the light shine up your asshole?” was the 
equivalent of a similarly coarse expression in our time, “Oh yeah?  stick it where the sun don’t 
shine!”—words that would expose any lingering duality of sacred versus profane, amida Buddha’s 
realm versus this realm. 

no longer a timid mouse, the old woman responded like a dragon, with the confidence that comes 
with genuine insight, challenging hakuin, revealing the sameness of their awakened mind within the 
differentiation of male/female, renowned teacher/status-less student. instantaneously they burst into 
great laughter, mirroring each other in joyful recognition. 

For months on end, i worked on a seemingly impossible koan with my teacher. i knew my responses 
fell short of the challenge; i sensed that the koan demanded an aggressive physical act. When at 
last i was able to express my realization with full confidence, great laughter burst forth from both of 
us. and in seeing into that koan, i also saw how much of my life up to that point had been crimped 
by trying to be what others thought i should be; my concern for propriety was the very thing that 
had kept me from the beautiful freedom of direct, spontaneous action. 

This is an excerpt from the new book The hidden lamp, a collection of one hundred koans and 
stories about Buddhist women from the time of the Buddha to the present day, with commentaries 
by contemporary Buddhist women teachers. The book was edited by Florence Caplow and Susan 
Moon. New York Zendo will be host to a reading by Shinge Roshi and other authors on Saturday, 
May 10th, in the afternoon. Books will be available for purchase and signing with a potluck 
reception to follow. To volunteer to help with this event, please contact Hojun Laura Jackson at laura.
jackson@earthlink.net.


